Abstract. We propose an adaptive framework for branching rule selection that is based on a set of branching rules. Each branching rule is attached a preference value that is dynamically adapted with respect to conflict analysis. Thus, our approach brings together two essential features of modern SAT algorithms which were traditionally independent from each other. Experimental results show the feasibility of our approach.
Introduction
In modern SAT algorithms two features are very important: the application of a branching rule and the use of non-chronological backtracking. In this paper we propose a technique that is based on a set of branching rules instead of only one. Each branching rule is attached a preference value which reflects the usefulness of the branching rule. Depending on these values we are able to perform a dynamic selection. Moreover, data from non-chronological backtracking is used to customize the dynamic selection of branching rules. Thus, two important parts of modern SAT algorithms are combined which traditionally do not depend on each other. In principal our approach may be integrated into any Davis-Putnam-like SAT algorithm, e. g. GRASP [12] , SATO [18] , Chaff [15] or BerkMin [5] .
In this work we use GRASP as basis for implementation since it already provides a lot of branching rules and also supports non-chronological backtracking.
Experimental results show the feasibility of our approach. The paper is structured as followed. In the next section we give an overview of popular branching rules. In Section 3 we describe in detail our adaptive framework. Then, in Section 4 experimental results are presented and discussed. Finally the paper is closed with a discussion and a conclusion.
Branching Rules
It is widely accepted that the application of a "good" branching rule is essential for solving the SAT problem. "Good" means that in case of a satisfiable SAT instance the branching rule selects variables and corresponding assignments in a sequence such that the amount of traversed search space is small compared to the size of the whole search space. On the other hand, in case of an unsatisfiable SAT instance the branching rule should select variables and corresponding assignments in a sequence that quickly leads to contradictions and thus minimizes search costs. It should be noted that the problem of choosing the optimal variable and an assignment to this variable in Davis-Putnam based SAT algorithms has been proven to be NP-hard as well as coNP-hard [10] .
In this work we make use of the following branching rules:
2 Maximum Occurences on Clauses of Minimum Size (MOM) [4] 2 One-Sided and Two-Sided Jeroslaw-Wang (OS-JW and TS-JW) [7] 2 Dynamic Largest Combined Sum (DLCS) [12] 2 Dynamic Largest Individual Sum (DLIS) [12] 2 Random DLIS (RDLIS) [12] 2 Random selection (RAND)
In [11] , a detailed comparison between the branching rules mentioned above is presented. To validate these results we performed experiments for the same set of DIMACS benchmarks (see Table 1 ) on a AMD Athlon(TM) XP1700+, restricted to 512MB main memory and 180sec of CPU runtime for each instance. For each branching rule we applied GRASP to the set of benchmarks. Note that DLIS is the default branching rule of GRASP. Results are given in Table 2 . We have counted aborted instances with 180sec wrt time. Note that the results for RDLIS and RAND are average results from 30 experiments. The standard deviation for time (number of aborts) is 179.04sec (0.94 aborts) for RDLIS, and 198.35sec (1.10 aborts) for RAND, respectively. The application of DLIS produces the best results, in particular only one instance is aborted. These results correspond to the conclusions of [11] .
Dynamic Selection
The idea of our approach is to not only apply one branching rule during the whole search process, but to give each branching rule the possibility to make a decision assignment from time to time. To do so, we consider a set B = { 1 , . . . , t } where each ∈ B denotes a branching rule. When a decision assignment must be made, we have to select a branching rule ∈ B which selects an unassigned variable and its assignment. What are the criteria for selecting a good branching rule from B?
Preference Values
We assign a preference value Pref ( ) to each branching rule ∈ B which models the probability of to be selected. To be consistent with probability theory, we require the following constraints:
Selecting a Branching Rule
Assuming a valid probability distribution of all Pref ( ) we apply selection methods well known from genetic algorithms [14] to the set B at each decision level:
Roulette-Wheel Selection: Each ∈ B is selected with probability Pref ( ). Linear Ranking Selection: Consider all ∈ B sorted in increasing order by their preference values Pref ( ). Then, if has rank r, is selected with probability r/(
, where each ∈ B has equal probability to be selected. Now choose from B the branching rule m with maximum preference value Pref ( m ), i.e. m = arg max ∈B Pref ( ). Note that the selected branching rule m never has the minimum preference value among all branching rules. We set k = 2 in our experiments.
Conflict-Triggering Branching Rule
The use of non-chronological backtracking is mandatory to solve unsatisfiable SAT instances in practice. On the other hand in case of a satisfiable SAT instance, it is clear that there exists a conflict-free search path leading to a solution of the instance. This is why triggering a conflict can be positive or negative dependent on the solvability of the underlying instance. Hence we make the following definition.
Definition 31 (Conflict-triggering branching rule)
A branching rule ∈ B triggers a conflict iff
A conflict occurs at decision level d.

Non-chronological backtracking results in backtracking to decision level d . 3. was applied at decision level d , (d ≤ d).
Rewarding or Punishing?
As conflicts are needed for solving unsatisfiable instances, we should give a reward to conflict-triggering branching rules, and in case of satisfiable instances, we should punish them. Therefore, being faced with an unknown instance, we need some estimation on the solvability of the instance. In our approach we use the clauses/variables ratio [13] to estimate the solvability. But these values hold for a class of instances only, e. g. 3-SAT. Therefore we introduce some kind of instance specific phase transition approximation.
Definition 32 (Individual averaged #C/#V ratio) The individual averaged clauses/variables ratio of instance I, AR(I), is set at the beginning of the search according to: AR(I) = no of clauses(I)/no of variables(I)
During search, each time after a conflict occured, we update AR(I) (after the backtracking process) by setting
AR new (I) = 1 2 · AR old (I) + no
unresolved clauses(I) no f ree variables(I)
Note that no unresolved clauses(I) takes also learned conflict clauses into account. Now we can decide wether to punish or to reward:
If no unresolved clauses(I) no f ree variables(I)
we reside in a relatively less constrained region being more probably satisfiable. Thus conflict-triggering branching rules should be punished. We will denote this by punishing mode. 2. If the opposite holds we are in a relatively more constrained region being more probably unsatisfiable. Hence conflict-triggering branching rules should be given a reward. This will be denoted by reward mode.
In the following let variable mode be defined as mode := 1 : in punishing mode 0 : in reward mode .
Please note that in our implementation we use a 10% deviation for switching mode to compensate small "irritations".
To achieve an estimation of the importance of a branching rule, two counters are maintained for each branching rule : Used ( ): Gives the number of applications of at some decision levels. Trigger ( ): Gives the number of how often triggered a conflict according to definition 31.
These counters are updated every time a branching rule is applied at a decision level and every time a branching rule has triggered a conflict, respectively. Based on these counters we can compute an update factor wrt to the preference value of branching rule :
Now, if triggers a conflict we compute a new preference value of by setting
Thus, the probability of to be selected as branching rule at a decision level is decreased in punishing mode and increased in reward mode.
Difference Distribution
To ensure property (2) we have to distribute the difference Pref diff ( ) between the old and the new preference value of to the other branching rules B = B \ { }, where
This distribution can be accomplished in different ways. We have examined the two following distribution mechanisms (t denotes the number of branching rules):
Uniform Distribution: Each branching rule ψ ∈ B gets the same portion:
Weighted Distribution: Each branching rule ψ ∈ B gets a portion proportional to its own preference value. Using Pref B = ψ∈B Pref (ψ), we compute the new preference values by setting
Afterwards we have to normalize the preference values in order to fulfill properties (1) and (2).
Initialization of Preference Values
To complete the framework of our approach suitable initialization values for the preference values should be given. We use the results from single branching rule application given in Table 2 . We analyzed the results with respect to runtime, number of aborted instances and both. Applying a linear ranking restricted to this attributes results in initialization values which we will denote by Time-Rank, Abort-Rank, and Time-Abort-Rank, respectively.
It is clear that the initialization of the preference values takes place before starting search. Table 3 . Experimental results by conflict-based selection of branching rules for the benchmarks listed in Table 2 . 
Experimental Results
We have integrated our approach into GRASP [12] . Since there are several possibilities for choosing a preference value initialization (3x), branching rule selection method (3x) and difference distribution mechanism (2x) we have conducted experiments with (3 · 3 · 2) = 18 configurations.
As our approach is a randomized method (namely the application of the proposed selection methods), we handled each instance of the benchmark set (see Table 1 ) 30 times for each of the 18 parameter settings. All experiments were performed on a AMD Athlon(TM) XP1700+, restricted to 512MB main memory and 180sec of CPU runtime for each instance. Table 3 gives the results. Column Select gives the used branching rule selection method, where RW denotes Roulette-Wheel, LR denotes Linear Ranking, and 2T denotes 2-Tournament. In column Dist the applied distribution mechanism is named (uni denotes Uniform Distribution and weight denotes Weighted Distribution). For each preference value initilization (Time-Rank, Abort-Rank, Time-Abort-Rank) the corresponding column is splitted into a twofold-column wrt time and aborts, respectively. Each column is splitted into two columns for average CPU time in seconds (T ) (average aborts (A)) and standard deviation of time σ(T ) (standard deviation of aborts σ(A)). As for the single branching rule experiments, we have counted aborted instances with 180sec.
The application of GRASP using DLIS as default branching rule leads to a total runtime of 409.14 seconds and 1 aborted instance (see Table 2 , column DLIS). We refer to this experiment by GRASP-DLIS in the following.
Although the average time used by the different configurations is mostly less than the time of GRASP-DLIS, the average number of aborted instances ranges between good (see column Abort-Rank) and reasonable (see column Time-Rank) compared to GRASP-DLIS. But it is evident that our approach holds the potential to reduce time and aborted instances. Table 5 . Results for the benchmarks of Table 4 . The benchmarks of Table 2 are not challenging for GRASP. Therefore we have performed a second series of experiments using the benchmarks from Table Table 4 ), including satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances.
4. These benchmarks were selected because they are "hard" for GRASP (we refer the reader to [17] ). Since the preference initialization Abort-Rank gives the best results in Table 3 , we only applied this one for the new experiments.
Again we have applied our approach 30 times per benchmark instance, but now with a time limit of 3000sec (and counting aborted instances with 3000sec)
1 . The results are given in Table 5 . Please note that the results for GRASP-DLIS are in the first row. It becomes evident when looking at the chart that our approach is able to significantly outperform GRASP-DLIS. The average time and the average number of aborted instances are always less than the results of GRASP-DLIS. Also, the standard deviations for time (σ(T )) and the aborted instances (σ(A)) are acceptable in the sense that we shouldn't have to expect worse results than GRASP-DLIS. Our approach is up to a factor of 1.4x faster compared to GRASP-DLIS (see LR+Abort+uni) and it reduces the average number of aborted instances up to 42% (see 2T+Abort+uni). Figure 1 illustrates the results from Table 5 . The bars on the left-hand side refer to time and the bars on the right-hand side refer to the number of aborts. The bars correspond to the average values wrt time and the number of aborts. The vertical lines within the bars represent the standard deviation at the corresponding averaged value. From Figure 1 we see that all configurations of our approach normally lead to a better result wrt time as well as number of aborts even when we are taking the standard deviation into account (this fact is indicated by the two dashed lines in the top of the figure) .
We seperated the results of Table 5 wrt satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances. Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate the seperated results, respectively. Clearly, these figures indicate that the overall gain of our approach is mainly achieved on the satisfiable instances. But nevertheless: Regarding only the unsatisfiable instances, all configurations on average can compete with GRASP-DLIS.
Discussion and Future Work
The type of branching rules considered in this paper (DLIS, MOM, ...) is not adequate for modern SAT solver like Chaff [15] and BerkMin [5] . But still questions like the following remain valid: Is the branching rule of BerkMin better than that of Chaff? It is conceivable that in the future there will be a lot of Chafflike branching rules available. The branching rules for Chaff-like SAT solvers are tightly integrated into the search algorithm (e.g. the VSIDS branching rule of Chaff). This however is not the case for the work discussed here and must be taken into account when adapting our framework to Chaff-like SAT-solvers.
There is strong need for a reliable and robust solvability measure. With reliability we mean that the solvability measure should make the right estimation "most of the time". Put another way, being faced with a huge set of instances the solvability measure should have the correct estimation for the vast majority of the instances. Additionally, robustness means that the solvability measure should work relatively independent of the underlying SAT solver such that for the same instance two solvability-measure enhanced SAT solvers report nearly the same estimation about the solvability of the instance.
Conclusions
We have presented an approach that combines non-chronological backtracking and a pool of branching rules, resulting in an adaptive framework. In principle, our method can be integrated into every Davis-Putnam-based SAT algorithm. Experimental results point out that our approach results in a faster and more robust behaviour of the SAT algorithm. Table 4 ), including only satisfiable instances. Average Aborts + Standard Deviation Fig. 3 . Results on hard GRASP benchmarks (see Table 4 ), including only unsatisfiable instances.
